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Analysis of Dscam Diversity in Regulating
Axon Guidance in Drosophila Mushroom Bodies

bryo to their targets. Specific signals act at short range,
as part of the extracellular matrix or the surface of cells,
or at long range as chemotropic molecules. Receptors
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on the surface of growth cones, either alone or in differ-M. Luisa Vasconcelos,1 Andrew Chess,2

ent combinations, interpret these signals as attractiveand S. Lawrence Zipursky1,*
or repulsive (Chisholm and Tessier-Lavigne, 1999; Dick-1Howard Hughes Medical Institute
son, 2002; Goodman, 1996; Huber et al., 2003; Tessier-Department of Biological Chemistry
Lavigne and Goodman, 1996). A series of genetic andThe David Geffen School of Medicine
biochemical studies has established the importance ofUniversity of California, Los Angeles
the graded expression of ligands on targets and recep-Los Angeles, California 90095
tors on growth cones in establishing precise topo-2 Department of Biology
graphic maps in the vertebrate visual system (Brown etMassachusetts Institute of Technology
al., 2000; Flanagan and Vanderhaeghen, 1998; Orioli andWhitehead Institute for Biomedical Research
Klein, 1997). Hence, a relatively small number of differentNine Cambridge Center
signals used in different combinations or in a gradedCambridge, Massachusetts 02142
fashion contribute to the specificity of a large number of3 Institut fuer Neurobiologie
different connections (Dickson, 2002; Huber et al., 2003).Universität Muenster

Do other genetically hardwired mechanisms contrib-Badestrasse 9
ute to specificity or are combinatorial and graded mech-D-48149 Muenster
anisms sufficient? Specifically, to what extent is molecu-Germany
lar heterogeneity in cell surface recognition proteins
required? Genetic studies in the mouse olfactory system
provide one example where molecular heterogeneity isSummary
indeed essential for connection specificity. Odorant re-
ceptors, a large family of over 1000 cell surface proteins,Dscam is an immunoglobulin (Ig) superfamily member
play an instructive role in the targeting of olfactory re-that regulates axon guidance and targeting in Dro-
ceptor neurons to specific glomeruli (Wang et al., 1998).sophila. Alternative splicing potentially generates 38,016
As odorant receptors are largely restricted to the olfac-isoforms differing in their extracellular Ig and transmem-
tory system, it is unlikely that they contribute to specific-brane domains. We demonstrate that Dscam mediates
ity elsewhere in the developing mouse brain. In the pastthe sorting of axons in the developing mushroom body
several years, large families of other cell surface proteins(MB). This correlates with the precise spatiotemporal
have been identified in the developing nervous systempattern of Dscam protein expression. We demonstrate
of both vertebrates and invertebrates that may contrib-that MB neurons express different arrays of Dscam
ute to connection specificity, including the cadherin-isoforms and that single MB neurons express multiple
related neuronal receptors (CNRs) (Senzaki et al., 1999;isoforms. Two different Dscam isoforms differing in
Yagi, 2003) and major histocompatibility complex (MHC)their extracellular domains introduced as transgenes
class 1 proteins in mouse (Boulanger et al., 2001; Huhinto single mutant cells partially rescued the mutant
et al., 2000) and Down syndrome cell adhesion moleculephenotype. Expression of one isoform of Dscam in a
(Dscam) in Drosophila (Schmucker et al., 2000). Geneticcohort of MB neurons induced dominant phenotypes,
studies revealed that a subset of CNRs is required forwhile expression of a single isoform in a single cell did
the maintenance of CNS structure and viability in the

not. We propose that different extracellular domains of
mouse, but the role of specific isoforms or subsets of

Dscam share a common function and that differences them for connection specificity remains unclear (Wang
in isoforms expressed on the surface of neighboring et al., 2002b). In this paper, we assess whether the ex-
axons influence interactions between them. traordinary molecular diversity in Dscam is required for

wiring the fly brain.
Introduction Dscam is a large cell surface protein with ten Ig and

six fibronectin type III extracellular repeats, a single trans-
Neurons are assembled into complex networks of inter- membrane segment, and a cytoplasmic tail (Schmucker
acting cells through precise patterns of synaptic con- et al., 2000; Yamakawa et al., 1998). There are two
nections. How the extraordinary specificity of these con- Dscams in mammals (Agarwala et al., 2001; Yamakawa
nections is established during development remains a et al., 1998) and four in Drosophila: Dscam (Schmucker
central issue in neurobiology. In general terms, specific- et al., 2000), Dscam2, Dscam3, and Dscam4 (J.C.C. and
ity emerges through the combined influence of geneti- S.L.Z., unpublished data). Cell culture and biochemical
cally hardwired programs and neural activity (Goodman studies reveal that mammalian (Agarwala et al., 2000)
and Shatz, 1993; Katz and Shatz, 1996). Genetic and and fly Dscams act as homophilic binding proteins (Woj-
biochemical studies have provided insights into how towicz et al., 2004) and thus may directly mediate interac-
growth cones are guided through the developing em- tions between neighboring neurons.

Drosophila Dscam is unique among the vertebrate
and other fly Dscams giving rise to as many as 38,016*Correspondence: zipursky@hhmi.ucla.edu
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isoforms through alternative splicing (Schmucker et al., Results
2000). All isoforms share the same domain structure but

Dscam Is Selectively Expressed In Youngdiffer in amino acid sequence within three different Ig
Mushroom Body Axonsdomains and the transmembrane segment. Splicing in
Dscam protein is expressed in a striking pattern in theregions corresponding to the extracellular domain is
developing MB (Figure 1). In cross-sections of the pe-predicted to give rise to some 19,008 isoforms that are
duncle, young axons are visible as a phalloidin-stainedspliced to one of two alternative transmembrane seg-
core fiber bundle, presumably reflecting an enrichmentments. While vertebrate Dscams do not exhibit se-
of F-actin in growth cones (Figures 1B, 1C, 1E, and 1G).quence diversity, extensive alternative splicing has been
Other markers are expressed in different patterns withinconserved over some 250 million years separating mos-
the peduncle. OK107-GAL4 (Connolly et al., 1996) isquitoes (Holt et al., 2002; Zdobnov et al., 2002), bees,
expressed on all axons (Figures 1B–1D). Fas II is ex-and fruit flies, alluding to its functional significance (B.
pressed in more mature neurons (Figures 1B, 1E, andGraveley, personal communication). Single neurons ex-
1F), and 201Y-GAL4 expression commences in layerspress multiple isoforms of Dscam, and different classes
more peripheral to the onset of Fas II-expressing layersof neurons express different combinations of them
(Figures 1B, 1G, and 1H) (Kurusu et al., 2002). The order(Neves et al., 2004). Dscam plays a widespread role in
of fibers established within the peduncle is conservedwiring the fly brain. It is required for axon guidance in
in the lobes (Figures 1B, 1D, 1F, and 1H) (Kurusu et al.,the embryo (Schmucker et al., 2000); branch segregation
2002). A cross-section of the peduncle stained for bothin mushroom body (MB) neurons; targeting of ellipsoid
Dscam and Fas II revealed Dscam expression within the

body neurons in the central brain (Wang et al., 2002a);
core. These axons are surrounded by a thin layer of

and targeting, synapse formation, or maintenance fibers expressing neither protein (Figures 1I and 1J).
(Hummel et al., 2003) and dendritogenesis (T.H. and In addition, Dscam was seen in core fibers within the
S.L.Z., unpublished data) in the olfactory system. A role developing lobes (Figures 1K and 1L). Expression of
for Dscam diversity has not been reported in any one Dscam in MBs was abolished in hypomorphic Dscam
of these systems. Here, we assess the role of diversity mutants that survive to the third instar of larval develop-
in regulating MB development. ment (data not shown).

The MB is a bilaterally symmetric central brain struc- The precise localization of Dscam to growth cones
ture that plays a key role in learning and memory (Figures comprising core fibers is likely to reflect posttranscrip-
1A, 1B, and 1O). MB neurons on each side of the brain tional mechanisms. In situ hybridization revealed that
are derived from four neuroblasts (Nbs) (Figure 1O) (Ito all MB neurons expressed Dscam mRNA at a similar
et al., 1997; Ito and Hotta, 1992; Noveen et al., 2000; level (data not shown). Highly restricted expression of
Truman and Bate, 1988). As axons extend from MB neu- Dscam to growth cones has also been observed in de-
rons, they form a fascicle containing axons from other veloping embryonic neurons (T.H. and S.LZ., unpub-
MB daughters of the same neuroblast (Ito et al., 1997). lished data). MB axons initially fasciculate with axons
These four smaller fascicles converge to form a thick of neurons generated from the same neuroblast (Figure
nerve bundle referred to as the peduncle (Ito et al., 1997; 1O). Dscam was not expressed on these axons at this
Kurusu et al., 2002). MB axons subsequently bifurcate early stage, but was first seen on them as they coalesce

with other bundles to form the core fiber within theat the base of the peduncle (Lee et al., 1999), projecting
peduncle (Figures 1M and 1N). These observations sug-to medial and dorsal lobes (Ito et al., 1998). Axon fasci-
gest that Dscam is required for the appropriate sortingcles within the developing peduncle and lobes show a
of growth cones into the core of the peduncle.highly characteristic organization with axons from newly

generated neurons in the center (forming a core fiber)
and those from progressively older neurons in sequen-

Dscam Is Required for Fascicle Organization
tially arranged concentric rings (Figures 1B and 1O) (Ku-

in Developing MBs
rusu et al., 2002). This organization can be visualized in

The function of Dscam in MB development was as-
developing MBs with a variety of markers (Figure 1B) sessed in Dscam mutants both in heteroallelic combina-
(Kurusu et al., 2002), including phalloidin, highlighting tions of weak alleles (Dscam24, Dscam39, Dscam42, and
the youngest fibers in the core, and Fasciclin II (Fas II), Dscam47) that survive to adult and in genetically mosaic
the fly homolog of N-CAM (Grenningloh et al., 1991), animals in which clones of homozygous null alleles
expressed in older fibers found in more peripheral re- (Dscam21, Dscam23, and Dscam33) (Hummel et al., 2003)
gions (Figure 1B). Previous studies showed that Dscam were generated. Analysis of heteroallelic combinations
is required for the proper segregation of axon branches of weak Dscam alleles in the third instar of larval devel-
to different lobes (Wang et al., 2002a). Here, we investi- opment revealed defects in axon organization in the
gate the emergence of these defects during develop- peduncle (Figure 2). In striking contrast to wild-type (Fig-
ment and demonstrate that, in addition to its role in ure 2A), multiple phalloidin-positive core fibers were ob-
branch segregation, Dscam plays an early and essential served in Dscam mutants with various heteroallelic com-
role in promoting selective fasciculation of young axons binations (Dscam24/Dscam44, Dscam24/Dscam47, Dscam24/
in the peduncle. We explore the function of Dscam diver- Dscam42; and quantified in Dscam39/Dscam47, 26% pene-
sity by assessing the isoforms of Dscam expressed by trance; n � 68 brains) (Figures 2B–2D). In some cases,
developing MB neurons, the ability of individual isoforms a Fas II-negative layer separated these core fibers from
to rescue the mutant phenotype, and the consequences the Fas II-positive region in a fashion similar to wild-type

(arrows in Figures 2A–2C). Since discrete phalloidin-of ectopic expression of single Dscam isoforms.
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Figure 1. Dscam Protein Is Specifically Expressed on Core Fibers in the Developing Mushroom Body

(A) Mushroom body visualized in larval third instar with mCD8-GFP driven by MB-specific 201Y-GAL4. (B) Schematic of axonal organization
in developing MB. Cross-sections of the peduncle and frontal sections of the lobes are shown. Axons expressing different markers are
organized in overlapping concentric layers. The core contains the youngest axons; axons are progressively older toward the periphery. The
strong phalloidin staining reflects the enrichment of growth cones within the core. (C–H) Axons expressing different markers as indicated.
(I–N) Dscam is expressed in core fibers in the peduncle ([I, J, M, and N]; arrows) and lobes (K and L). Other markers are as indicated on
panels. (N) Staining is not seen in dendrites (the calyx) and cell bodies (CB) of MB neurons. Dscam protein is first seen in axons as they enter
the peduncle (arrowhead). (O) Schematic of MB development. Four neuroblasts (NBs) generate four clusters of MB neurons. Axons are
organized in layers in the peduncle and lobes according to their time of birth. Axons from nascent neurons (green) in these four clusters
converge to form a single fascicle in the center of the nerve, as the axons of mature neurons (labeled in blue and red) are displaced peripherally.
At the base of the peduncle, neurons bifurcate and sister branches segregate into different lobes where they follow core fibers as in the peduncle.

positive fascicles still exist in mutants, these observa- erated using the MARCM technique (Figures 2H–2N)
(Lee et al., 1999; Lee and Luo, 1999). All three allelestions suggest that, in the absence of Dscam, axons from

separate fascicles do not converge to form a single (Dscam21, Dscam23, and Dscam33) gave rise to similar
phenotypes. To identify young mutant axons in clones,nerve bundle in the peduncle.

As in the peduncle, extending axon branches in wild- we induced recombination in early third instar larvae
and analyzed the projections 24–36 hr later. Mutant andtype MB lobes are phalloidin positive and form a discrete

fascicle in the center of the lobe (Figure 2E). In marked control axons were visualized using UAS-mCD8-GFP
(Lee and Luo, 1999) driven by OK107-Gal4, which directscontrast, core fibers in the lobes of Dscam mutants

are highly disorganized, and branches frequently fail to expression in all MB neurons (Connolly et al., 1996). In
all wild-type control clones, labeled axons formed asegregate to distinct lobes (Figures 2F and 2G), consis-

tent with the adult loss-of-function phenotype (Wang et single fascicle (n � 40). By contrast, in homozygous
mutant clones of Dscam21 15% (n � 34) were seen asal., 2002a; see below). In addition, the dorsal and me-

dial lobes often collapsed onto each other (Dscam39/ multiple fascicles. Similar results were seen in mutant
clones labeled with elav-Gal4. Defects in branching wereDscam47, 82% penetrance, n � 68 brains). These obser-

vations suggest that Dscam is also required for core also observed in the lobes. While Dscam null mutant
clones still form two distinct branches, the branchesfiber formation in the lobes.

Analysis of Dscam null clones in genetically mosaic frequently fail to segregate dorsally and medially (Fig-
ures 2M and 2N; frequency � 68%, n � 34 with Dscam21),animals is consistent with the results seen in heteroal-

lelic combinations. Dscam null mutant clones were gen- resembling the lobe phenotype in heteroallelic mutant
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Figure 2. Dscam Promotes Core Fiber Selection and Branch Segregation of Developing MB Neurons

(A–G) Core fiber defects in developing MB neurons in Dscam mutants. Third instar MBs stained with anti-Fas II (red) and phalloidin (green)
to stain mature and nascent axons, respectively. (A)–(D) show cross-sections of peduncles, and (E)–(G) show frontal sections of the lobes.
(A) In wild-type, nascent axons extend within the core of the peduncle (arrowhead), separated from Fas II-positive fibers by axons that are
neither stained with phalloidin nor anti-Fas II (arrow). (B–D) Multiple core fibers (arrowheads) were observed in Dscam mutant larvae (examples
of three different heteroallelic combinations as indicated). (E) Wild-type MB axons form two branches at the base of the peduncle and segregate
to the dorsal and medial lobes, forming a continuous core fiber in each lobe. As in the peduncle, the phalloidin-positive axon branches only
project in the Fas II-negative core in both lobes. (F and G) Two major phalloidin-positive axon branches were still formed in Dscam mutants
(arrowheads), though they frequently failed to segregate to dorsal and medial lobes and were defasciculated. In some cases, lobes collapsed
upon each other. (H–N) Small clones of Dscam null mutant cells were generated by the MARCM technique. Larval brains were stained with
anti-Fas II (red) and anti-GFP (green) antibodies to label clones. Clones of wild-type (H and L) or Dscam mutant cells (Dscam21 in [I], [J], and
[M] and Dscam23 in [K] and [N]) were induced at early third instar and examined 24–36 hr later. Clones were labeled with elav-GAL4, directing
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combinations. Wang et al. (2002a) previously described cDNAs harbored TM1 in 201Y- and 17d-positive cells,
respectively. Hence, TM1- and TM2-containing isoformsthat single-cell clones in the adult show a clear defect

in the segregation of the two branches of a single axon are expressed at comparable levels in MB neurons (data
not shown).to separate lobes (see Figure 4B). Hence, Dscam is re-

quired for MB axons to grow within the core of the
peduncle and lobes and for the segregation of branches
to separate lobes at the base of the peduncle (schematic Individual MB Neurons Express Multiple
representation in Figure 2O). Alternative Exon 9s

The population data can be interpreted as evidence
that each MB neuron expresses multiple isoforms or,Mushroom Body Neurons Express Multiple

Isoforms of Dscam alternatively, that each MB neuron expresses a single
but different isoform. To distinguish between these pos-We set out to assess whether specific Dscam isoforms

are required for its function in MB development. As a sibilities, we assessed alternative exon 9s present in
single neurons. Single MB neurons were separated andfirst step toward addressing this question, we sought

to determine which Dscam isoforms are expressed by placed in separate tubes by FACS. An RT reaction was
performed in each tube. The products of these reactionsMB neurons. This was done using a custom built mi-

croarray containing probes for all 93 alternative exons were separated into ten tubes where two rounds of PCR
amplification were performed independently using par-in the extracellular portion of Dscam (Neves et al., 2004).

The GAL4/UAS system (Brand and Perrimon, 1993; tially nested primers that hybridized to constant exons
8 and 10 and an aliquot was analyzed by gel electropho-Phelps and Brand, 1998) was used to specifically label

MB neurons with mCD8-GFP. Ideally, we would have resis to identify reactions producing DNA products. Only
cells in which more than one of the ten PCR reactionschosen to prepare mRNA from young MB axons, but

markers selectively expressed in these cells were not produced a product were further analyzed. This was
done to ensure that cDNAs that were analyzed wereavailable. Two drivers, 17d-GAL4 (Rein et al., 2002) and

201Y-GAL4 (Yang et al., 1995), are highly specific for from separate transcripts (Neves et al., 2004; Rhoades
et al., 2000). To simplify the analysis, all of the amplifiedthe MB and, hence, were selected for this analysis.

Brains from third instar larvae expressing these markers products from a single cell were pooled, labeled, and
hybridized to the chip with a labeled reference standard.were dissociated, and individual, viable, GFP-labeled

cells were isolated by fluorescence-activated cell sort- We analyzed nine individual MB neurons isolated
based on the expression of 201Y (four cells) and 17ding (FACS) (Jasper et al., 2002). mRNA was isolated and

cDNAs were produced using RT-PCR and were labeled (five cells) (Figure 3C). Due to the large number of amplifi-
cation cycles used in single-cell RT-PCR, it is difficultwith Cy-3 or Cy-5-dUTP. A reference library was pre-

pared from PCR amplification of cloned cDNAs repre- to quantify the relative amounts of different isoforms
that are present within a cell. We therefore indicate thesenting all alternative exons. The library was then la-

beled with Cy-3 or Cy-5-conjugated dUTP and was detection of alternative exons above a threshold with
filled boxes. As expected, a preference for expressionhybridized with the labeled cDNA from neurons to the

chip. Sample/reference ratios were expressed as a per- of isoforms overrepresented at the MB population level
was observed. Notably, each of the nine MB cells ex-centage of utilization of alternative exons at each cluster,

which provided us with an internal control allowing com- presses multiple Dscam isoforms, and no two cells ex-
pressed the same profile of exon 9s, although cells fre-parisons between different arrays (Neves et al., 2004).

MB neurons expressed a large fraction of alternative quently were found to express some of the same exons
that are more highly represented in the population.exons (Figure 3A). While whole-brain, photoreceptor,

and MB neurons expressed multiple exons; cluster anal- Two independent estimates of the number of mRNAs
in a single MB neuron ranged from 8 to 30 (see Experi-ysis indicates that the expression profiles are different

(Figure 3B). Furthermore, the complement of exons used mental Procedures and Neves et al., 2004). As only a
small number of different versions of exon 9 were de-by cells isolated using 201Y-GAL4 and 17d-GAL4 exhib-

ited expression profiles more similar to each other than tected in the single MB neurons analyzed, it remained
possible that each neuron expressed many isoforms,to whole-brain neurons (Figure 3B). The profile of MB

neurons is considerably different from the profile of neu- but that these isoforms were the same. To assess this
possibility, we sequenced 93 cDNAs from FACS-sortedrons isolated from developing third larval instar eye

discs. Differences in exon usage profiles are largely re- MB neurons. As 89 different combinations of alternative
versions of exons 4, 6, and 9 were detected (Figure 3D),stricted to alternative exon 9 (Figure 3B).

We also determined the ratio of mRNA with TM1 and it is highly unlikely that all MB neurons express the same
set of Dscam isoforms. Based on these observations,TM2 using real-time PCR on mRNA isolated from FACS-

sorted cells expressing either 201Y-GAL4 or 17d-GAL4 we conclude that different MB neurons express multiple
Dscam isoforms and different combinations of them.markers. We observed that 60% and 40% of the Dscam

expression of UAS-mCD8-GFP. (H and L) Wild-type clones typically form a single fascicle. These bifurcate into the dorsal and medial lobes
(arrowheads in [L]). (I–K, M, and N) Dscam null mutant clones typically do not form single fascicles (arrowheads in [I]–[K]) and frequently do
not segregate branches to the two lobes (arrowheads in [M] and [N]). (O) Schematic presentation of Dscam functions in MB development.
Dscam is required for core fiber formation and sister branch segregation. Genotypes: (A–G) genotypes are as indicated in each panel; (H and
L) hs-FLP, elav-GAL4, UAS-mCD8:GFP/X or Y; FRT42, tubP-GAL80/FRT42, �; (I, J, and M) hs-FLP, elav-GAL4, UAS-mCD8::GFP/X or Y;
FRT42, tubP-GAL80/FRT42, Dscam21; (K and N) hs-FLP, elav-GAL4, UAS-mCD8::GFP/X or Y; FRT42, tubP-GAL80/FRT42, Dscam23.
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Figure 3. MB Neurons Express Multiple Isoforms of Dscam

(A and B) A custom-built microarray containing probes for all 93 alternative exons in the extracellular portion of Dscam was used to assess
the distribution of alternative exons expressed by MB neurons (see Experimental Procedures and Neves et al., 2004). RNA was isolated from
different tissues (whole brain, eye-antennal imaginal disc) or cell populations isolated by FACS (MB, markers 17d and 201Y; whole brain
neurons, elav-labeled brain neurons, eye-antennal disc cells, or elav-labeled neurons from the eye antennal disc) for experiments shown in
panels (A) and (B). cDNAs were prepared, labeled, and hybridized to the microarray as described by Neves et al. (2004) and compared to a
library of all alternative exons equally represented as an internal reference standard. The color scale reflects variations from the expected
representation assuming no selection among splice variants. Yellow represents the expected representation (1/number of alternative exons
at a given cluster), while red represents a preferentially selected exon and blue an exon that is rarely chosen. The distribution of alternative
exons 4, 6, and 9 (i.e., giving rise to different extracellular domain sequences) expressed in different neuronal populations as indicated were
compared. Exons for each sample are aligned vertically. The order from top to bottom was assigned according to the relative usage in eye-
antennal imaginal discs. Utilization of a given exon in different samples is compared horizontally. The pattern of alternative exons 4 and 6
are similar between different neuronal populations. Preferential utilization is seen for different alternative exon 9s. (B) Cluster analysis revealed
that MB neurons express a characteristic pattern of exon 9s. The averaged distributions of exon 9s in MB neurons (five samples from 17d-
positive cell population and four samples from 201Y-positive population), whole brain or neurons from them (six samples), and eye-imaginal
disc or neurons from them (four samples) are shown. The data on whole brain and eye-imaginal discs has been published previously (Neves
et al., 2004) and are shown here for comparison to the MB neurons.
(C) Single MB neurons express multiple exon 9s. The expression of exon 9s was assessed in single MB cells, marked by either 201Y or 17d,
as described in the text. Exon 9s in 201Y (left) and 17d populations (right) are represented in color scale and arranged in descending order
according to their usage in MB neurons. Hybridization above a threshold level is marked by a black bar.
(D) MB neurons express many different Dscam isoforms. cDNAs were synthesized from mRNA from FACS-sorted MB neurons. Asterisks
indicate cDNAs with identical exons.
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Single Isoforms of Dscam Containing Different whether TM1-containing cDNAs also rescued the mutant
Extracellular Domains Partially Rescue phenotypes (Figures 4C–4H). As with TM2-containing
the MB Phenotype cDNAs, we tested the ability of single isoforms of Dscam
To determine whether single Dscam isoforms can res- containing TM1 to rescue the loss-of-function phenotype
cue the Dscam loss-of-function phenotypes, we gener- in small or single-cell clones. Multiple transgenic lines for
ated single-cell clones that were homozygous for a each isoform were tested for rescue (Figures 4C–4G). In
Dscam null allele and targeted expression of single iso- the presence of Dscam1.30.30.1 and Dscam11.31.25.1 transgenes
forms to these, and only these, cells (Figure 4 and see 18% � 3% and 30% � 6% of the single-cell clones were
Experimental Procedures). As it is not possible to unam- wild-type. Compared to Dscam homozygous mutant con-
biguously label single core fiber axons using mitotic trol clones, the p values are 0.29 for Dscam1.30.30.1 and 0.059
recombination, it was necessary to score rescue of the for Dscam11.31.25.1. Two additional sets of TM1-containing
branch segregation phenotype in adult MBs (Figures 4A isoforms (Dscam7.27.25.1 and Dscam12.20.19.1) with different
and 4B) (Wang et al., 2002a) rather than the core fiber extracellular domains also failed to rescue (Dscam7.27.25.1,
phenotype during larval development. The branch seg- 20% � 8% and p � 0.229; and Dscam12.20.19.1, 20% �
regation phenotype may represent an indirect effect on 2% and p � 0.253) (Figure 4G and summary in 4H).
fascicle organization in the peduncle, or alternatively, Hence, Dscam transgenes with TM1 did not provide
as in the peduncle, a failure of individual branches to rescue activity (Figure 4C and columns 3–7 in Figures
selectively associate with core fibers within the lobes. 4E and 4F).
A third possibility is that Dscam has a function in branch The inability of Dscam transgenes containing TM1
segregation that is independent of its proposed role in to rescue may reflect differences in expression levels,
promoting core fiber formation. subcellular localization, or intrinsic signaling mecha-

The ability of two different Dscam isoforms to rescue nisms. To assess protein expression levels, TM1 and
the phenotype was tested (Figures 4E and 4F). These TM2 containing UAS-Dscam1.30.30 transgenes (five and
isoforms have the same transmembrane domain en- three independent transgenic lines, respectively) were
coded by exon 17.2 (TM2) but different extracellular expressed under the control of elav-GAL4 in Dscam
domains. One isoform (Dscam1.30.30.2) includes exons 4.1,

protein null embryos. Expression was assessed both by
6.30, 9.30, and 17.2; and the other (Dscam11.31.25.2) con-

anti-Dscam staining of embryos (Figures 5A–5D) and on
tains 4.11, 6.31, 9.25, and 17.2 (see alignment in Figure

Western blots (data not shown). All lines produce Dscam4I). The alternative exon 9.30 is poorly utilized in MB
protein efficiently (Figures 5A, 5C, and 5D and data notneurons, while exon 9.25 is used at frequency expected
shown). To assess whether differences in rescue re-based on random inclusion as assessed in MB neuronal
flected differential localization of TM1- and TM2-con-populations (Figure 3A). Furthermore, of the 32 indepen-
taining proteins in MB neurons, we expressed UAS-dent cDNAs that were isolated from single cells, four
transgenes under the control of 201Y-GAL4 during MBcontained exon 9.25 while none contained exon 9.30
development in third instar brains. As 201Y-GAL4 is ex-(Figure 3C). Five different independent insertions of each
pressed in older MB neurons and endogenous DscamUAS-Dscam transgene were tested for rescue. Clones
levels are low in these cells, we were able to assess theof null mutant cells were generated by MARCM. With
distribution of different Dscam isoforms. Importantly,the loss of the repressor GAL80 from these cells, GAL4
while expression of Dscam isoforms in all MB neuronsdriven by the panneuronal promoter elav was selectively
induced a strong dominant phenotype (see below; Fig-active in these cells, driving expression of both UAS-
ures 6H, 6I, 6K, and 6L), expression in older neuronsDscam and, to mark these cells, UAS-mCD8-GFP.
under 201Y did not (data not shown). Dscam1.30.30 TM1Transgenes expressing either of the two different
and TM2 isoforms were differentially distributed in MBDscam isoforms provided substantial rescue activity
neurons. Isoforms containing TM1 (Figures 5G and 5H)(Figures 4D–4F). In the absence of the transgene, some
were highly enriched in the cell bodies and dendrites,11% � 6% (average � SD) exhibited wild-type morphol-
while very little protein was detected on axons (pedun-ogy (Figure 4B and column 2 in Figures 4E–4G). By
cles and lobes). In contrast, isoforms with TM2 werecontrast, in animals carrying insertions for Dscam1.30.30.2

localized throughout the MB (Figures 5I and 5J). Similaror Dscam11.31.25.2, some 70% � 5% and 79% � 10% of
results were found with TM1 and TM2 isoforms ofthe clones were wild-type (Figure 4D and columns 8–12
Dscam11.31.25 (data not shown). These results suggest thatin Figures 4E and 4F). Compared to the homozygous
the two alternative transmembrane domains of Dscammutant clones, the p value calculated from two-tailed
direct protein to distinct membrane domains in MB neu-Student’s t test is p � 0.0134 for Dscam1.30.30.2 and 0.0005

for Dscam11.31.25. These data indicate statistically signifi- rons. This difference in protein localization does not
cant rescue of the Dscam mutant phenotype. By con- make it possible to assess whether there are intrinsic
trast, there is no statistically significant difference be- differences in signaling between TM1- and TM2-con-
tween the ability of these two different isoforms to taining isoforms. The difference in their ability to rescue
rescue (p � 0.12). Hence, either one of two substantially likely reflects differential protein localization.
different Dscam isoforms can partially replace the entire
Dscam repertoire in an MB neuron.

Expression of a Single Isoform in Many Neurons
Induces a Dominant PhenotypeTM1-Containing Proteins Do Not Rescue MB
While expression of single Dscam isoforms in singleDefects and Are Selectively Targeted to the
mutant neurons provided rescue activity, expression ofSomatodendritic Region of MB Neurons
single isoforms in large cohorts of MB neurons inducedTo determine whether there is a requirement for one of

the two transmembrane domains for rescue, we assessed a strong dominant phenotype in both larval and adult
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Figure 4. Partial Rescue of the Dscam Null Mutant Phenotype in Single Cells by Transgene Expression of Single Isoforms Containing TM2
but Not TM1

(A–D) Single-cell clones generated by MARCM and analyzed in the adult were of the following genotypes. (A) Wild-type; (B) Dscam21/Dscam21;
(C) Dscam21/Dscam21 expressing Dscam1.30.30.1; (D) Dscam21/Dscam21 expressing Dscam1.30.30.2. (E–G) Quantification of transgene rescue for
different isoforms. The numbers on the x axis indicate independent transgenic lines expressing the same isoform. The numbers in parentheses
above each bar represent the number of mutant cells scored. The percentage of mutant cells with wild-type morphology is plotted on the y
axis. (H) A schematic representation of the intron/exon structure of the Dscam gene and mRNA structure are shown. Alternative exons 4, 6,
9, and 17 are color coded. The chart summarizes the rescue results with six Dscam isoforms. (I) Amino acid sequence alignment of variable
domains encoded by exons 4.1 and 4.11; 6.30 and 6.31; 9.30 and 9.25; and 17.1 and 17.2. The identities between the aligned pair and the
range of identities between all alternative exons 4, 6, and 9 are shown. Genotypes: (A) hs-FLP, elav-GAL4, UAS-mCD8:GFP/X or Y; FRT42,
tubP-GAL80/FRT42, �; (B) hs-FLP, elav-GAL4, UAS-mCD8:GFP/X or Y; FRT42, tubP-GAL80/FRT42, Dscam21; (C) hs-FLP, elav-GAL4, UAS-
mCD8::GFP/X or Y; FRT42, tubP-GAL80/FRT42, Dscam21; UAS-Dscam1.30.30.1/�; (D) hs-FLP, elav-GAL4, UAS-mCD8::GFP/X or Y; FRT42, tubP-
GAL80/FRT42, Dscam21; UAS-Dscam1.30.30.2/�.
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Figure 5. Different Transmembrane Domains
Confer Different Subcellular Localization Pat-
terns

(A) Expression of Dscam in wild-type embry-
onic ventral nerve cord. Wild-type stage 15
embryos were stained with anti-Dscam anti-
body (Red). Dscam protein is detected on the
axon scaffold (arrow). (B) No staining is ob-
served in Dscam21/Dscam23null mutant em-
bryos. (C and D) The level of expression of
UAS-Dscam1.30.30.1 and UAS-Dscam1.30.30.2 driven
by a panneuronal driver elav-GAL4 in Dscam
protein null mutant embryos (Dscam21/
Dscam23) is similar to wild-type for some in-
sertions (e.g., [C] and [D]), while others are
expressed at higher levels (data not shown).
Dscam expressed from transgenes in null
mutants shows significant cell body expres-
sion that is not seen in wild-type. As mutant
embryos expressing the transgene show
dominant phenotypes, the significance of the
differences in distribution remains unclear.
(E) A wild-type third instar larval MB visual-
ized with mCD8-GFP driven by an MB-spe-
cific 201Y-GAL4. (F) Schematic representa-
tion of the morphology of a single MB neuron
in third instar larvae. (G–J) Dscam (red) and
mCD8-GFP (green) were expressed under the
control of 201Y-GAL4. Endogenous Dscam,
even within core fibers, is expressed at only
very low levels in comparison with the trans-
genes. (G and H) Dscam1.30.30.1 is preferentially
localized in cell bodies and dendrites. (I and
J) Dscam1.30.30.2 is distributed throughout cell
bodies, dendrites, and axons within the pe-
duncle and lobes. Genotypes are as indi-
cated.

MB. This was seen in both large clones induced by heat ysis, we demonstrated that MB neurons express many
different Dscam isoforms, that different isoforms combi-shock (Figures 6A–6F) as well as in animals in which

Dscam transgenes were expressed ubiquitously in MB nations are expressed in single cells, and that they differ
from the array of isoforms expressed in photoreceptorneurons (Figures 6G–6L). The dominant phenotype re-

quired expression within core fibers; expression in all neurons. Single isoforms containing different extracellu-
lar domains substantially rescued the null mutant phe-MB neurons under the control of OK107-GAL4 induced

a dominant phenotype (Figures 6H, 6I, 6K, and 6L), notype in single mutant cells. Rescue activity was re-
stricted to TM2-containing isoforms. This likely reflectswhereas expression under 201Y-GAL4, which is ex-

pressed in only older MB neurons, did not (Figures 5G differences in the localization of TM1 and TM2 isoforms
in MB neurons. Expression of single Dscam isoforms inand 5I and data not shown). All isoforms used in this

study induced qualitatively similar phenotypes. These cohorts of MB neurons induced strong dominant pheno-
types. Conversely, expression of a single isoform in iso-included multiple core fibers and disorganization within

the peduncle and lobes. Dominant phenotypes were lated neurons did not. We conclude that different Dscam
isoforms have a common function largely accounting forseen in large (Figures 6C–6F) but not small or single-

cell clones (data not shown), suggesting that they arise the ability of single isoforms to provide partial rescuing
activity. We propose that appropriate patterning in thethrough interactions between axons expressing high

levels of the same form of Dscam. The restriction of MB requires that each MB axon express Dscam iso-
forms different from its neighbors.phenotypes to large cohorts of cells supports the view

that they arise through interactions between Dscam on
neighboring axons.

Dscam Plays a Critical Role in Establishing
the Topographic Organization of the MB

Discussion Previous studies by Wang et al. (2002a) demonstrated
that Dscam is required for MB formation. Using geneti-
cally mosaic animals, they discovered that the removalDscam is an Ig superfamily protein that is required for

the formation of precise connection patterns for many of Dscam in large clones resulted in massive defects in
adult MB structure, including collapse and fusion ofdifferent types of neurons in Drosophila. It is expressed

selectively in young MB axons and is required to form lobes. In single-cell clones, they reported that, while
Dscam mutant MB neurons invariably bifurcated at thea single highly organized nerve bundle and for the segre-

gation of MB axon branches. Using DNA microchip anal- base of the peduncle, branches frequently failed to seg-
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Figure 6. Expression of a Single Isoform of
Dscam in Large Groups of Cells Induces a
Dominant Phenotype

(A–F) Expression of Dscam transgenes in a
wild-type background using the MARCM
method. Mitotic recombination in neuro-
blasts gives rise to large clones. In heterozy-
gous cells, constitutive expression of a re-
pressor GAL80 inhibits the expression of a
GFP marker. Mitotic recombination mediated
by FLP recombinase here induced by heat
shock results in loss of GAL80 and, hence,
expression of GFP (green cells) alone (A and
B) or together with single Dscam isoforms
(C–F). (A) A wild-type clone containing �/�
and ��/�� neurons was generated by heat
shocking newly hatched larvae. The clone is
labeled with GFP driven by elav-GAL4. MB
lobes are identified by Fas II, which in the
adult highlights �/� (and to a lesser extend
�) neurons. (B) Schematic representation of
adult MB. (C–F) Expression of Dscam (three
different isoforms as shown) in multiple cells
leads to dominant phenotypes. These include
disorganized lobes and ectopic projections
of axons expressing single isoforms outside
the MB neuropil into adjacent brain regions
(arrows). Three different isoforms are shown
as indicated in (C), (E), and (F). (D) is a sche-
matic representation of (C). (G–L) Expression
of Dscam in all MB neurons leads to defects
in the organization of axons within the pedun-
cle. (G–I) Cross-sections of the peduncle re-
gion and (J–L) frontal sections of the lobes in
third instar larvae are shown. GFP expression
is driven by MB-specific OK107-GAL4 (green),
and core fibers (arrowheads) are stained with
phalloidin (red). (G and J) Wild-type; (H, I, K,
and L) ectopic expression of all single iso-
forms of Dscam tested (six different isoforms
with four different extracellular domains and
two different transmembrane domains) give
similar dominant phenotypes with multiple
phalloidin-positive core fibers and disorga-

nized lobes. Examples of two different isoforms are shown. Genotypes: (A) hs-FLP, elav-GAL4, UAS-mCD8:GFP/X or Y; FRT42, tubP-GAL80/
FRT42, �; (C and D) hs-FLP, elav-GAL4, UAS-mCD8::GFP/X or Y; FRT42, tubP-GAL80/FRT42, �; UAS-Dscam1-30-30-2/�; (E) hs-FLP, elav-GAL4,
UAS-mCD8::GFP/X or Y; FRT42, tubP-GAL80/FRT42, �; UAS-Dscam11.31.25.2/�; (F) hs-FLP, elav-GAL4, UAS-mCD8::GFP/X or Y; FRT42, tubP-
GAL80/FRT42, �; UAS-Dscam7.27.25.1/�.

regate to different lobes (Wang et al., 2002a). The de- Strausfeld et al., 2000, 2003; Strausfeld and Li, 1999b).
Although MBs in different insects vary considerably invelopmental analysis described here demonstrates an

earlier additional requirement for Dscam function in reg- their size and complexity, they share a common topo-
graphic organization (Heisenberg and Gerber, 2002;ulating MB development.

A striking feature of MB organization is the precise Strausfeld et al., 1998). This conservation of structure
argues that the spatial relationship between differenttopographic relationship between dendrites, axons, and

synapses of MB neurons (Strausfeld, 2002; Strausfeld cellular elements in the MB is of functional significance.
Developmental studies have revealed a commonet al., 2000; Strausfeld and Li, 1999a, 1999b; Strausfeld

et al., 2003). These neurons fall into morphologically and mechanism for promoting fiber organization in the MB.
In Drosophila, the honey bee, cricket, and cockroach,molecularly (e.g., neurotransmitter expression) distinct

classes (Brotz et al., 1997; Crittenden et al., 1998; Straus- different MB neuronal classes (e.g., �, ����, and ��)
are generated in a sequential fashion from a commonfeld et al., 2003; Yang et al., 1995). The axons in the

peduncle are arranged in a concentric manner with a neuroblast (Farris et al., 1999; Farris and Strausfeld,
2001; Ganeshina et al., 2000; Lee et al., 1999; Malaterresmooth gradient of developmental age in which the old-

est fibers are located peripherally (Kurusu et al., 2002; et al., 2002; Sinakevitch et al., 2001). For instance, �
neurons are generated prior to ���� and are followed byMalaterre et al., 2002). Dendrites are arranged in a zonal

fashion (Strausfeld and Li, 1999a; Strausfeld et al., 2003; �� (Lee et al., 1999). Cells generated from each neuro-
blast form a separate cluster from which a single fascicleZhu et al., 2003) that shares a simple topographic rela-

tionship to axons not only in the peduncle but also in projects into the peduncle (Ito et al., 1997; Kurusu et
al., 2002). At the entrance to the peduncle, axons fromtheir layered organization in the lobes (Strausfeld, 2002;
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different fascicles sort such that young axons project are consistent with genetic studies showing that the
deletion of various alternative exon 4s did not lead tointo the center of the developing peduncle where they

displace progressively older axons peripherally (Farris MB defects (unpublished data; see Wang et al., 2004
[this issue of Neuron]), arguing for redundancy be-et al., 1999; Farris and Strausfeld, 2001; Kurusu et al.,

2002; Malaterre et al., 2002). The relative position of tween them.
Despite the complex pattern of Dscam isoforms ex-axons established in the peduncle is conserved in the

dendritic calyces and lobes. As MB neurons are gener- pressed in MB neurons, single isoforms of Dscam en-
coded by cDNA transgenes, including an isoform con-ated in a parallel sequential fashion from multiple neuro-

blasts, mechanisms must exist to promote the selective taining an alternative exon 9 rarely expressed in these
neurons, substantially rescued the adult branch segre-association of axons of the same age.

Based on the Dscam expression pattern and mutant gation phenotype observed in single mutant cells. Simi-
lar findings were reported by Wang et al. (2004) in thephenotypes as well as biochemical studies (unpublished

data and see below), we propose that Dscam promotes accompanying manuscript. Whether rescue reflects res-
toration of the core fiber phenotype in the peduncle orthe association between young axons. Dscam protein

is first observed on MB axons as they converge in the appropriate segregation of axons at the base of the
peduncle upon bifurcation is not known. Regardless,peduncle, and it remains expressed on these axons as

they branch into the lobes. Expression is dynamic, and these studies argue that all isoforms of Dscam con-
taining TM2 (see below) share a common underlyingDscam protein is downregulated as fibers mature. In the

absence of Dscam, a single core fiber in the peduncle molecular function.
and lobes may be replaced by multiple phalloidin-posi-
tive fascicles (typically two or three). These ectopic core

Dscam Isoforms Containing Differentfibers are surrounded by a thin layer of axons that stain
Transmembrane Domains Exhibit Differentwith neither phalloidin nor Fas II in a manner reminiscent
Subcellular Localizationof the organization of the single fiber bundle that forms
While Dscam proteins containing different extracellularin the wild-type peduncle. Indeed, we propose that in the
domains provided similar rescuing activity, this was re-absence of Dscam young fibers emerging from neurons
stricted to TM2-containing isoforms. This correlatedgenerated from the same neuroblasts frequently do not
with differences in protein localization. TM2-containingconverge in the peduncle but rather remain separate.
isoforms were distributed along the entire cell surface,Hence, Dscam ensures that MB neurons generated by
while TM1-containing isoforms were largely excludeddifferent neuroblasts at the same time selectively fascic-
from axons. These observations suggest that se-ulate to form a single integrated neuropil.
quences within TM1, TM2, or both play important rolesDefects in the lobe structure may be secondary con-
in regulating the subcellular distribution of Dscam (alsosequences of earlier defects in the peduncle, or Dscam
see Wang et al., 2004).also may be required in an independent step for different

Alternative splicing has previously been shown to reg-MB branches to select the appropriate pathways in the
ulate somatodendritic versus axonal localization. Alter-developing lobes. The branch segregation defects may
native splicing of metabotropic mGluR1 receptors gen-reflect a role for Dscam in repelling sister branches, thus
erates isoforms differing in their C-terminal cytoplasmicpromoting extension into different lobes. The notion that
domains (Francesconi and Duvoisin, 2002). While theDscam could mediate repulsive response is consistent
mGluR1a isoform is somatodendritic, the mGluR1b iso-with the phenotypes associated with the overexpression
form is axonal. Localization is controlled by two blocksof a single isoform in the MB, as described here, as well
of sequence in the C-terminal tail of the receptor. Aas in Bolwig’s nerve (Schmucker et al., 2000) and in
tripeptide, RRK, common to both forms inhibits somato-olfactory neurons (T.H., and S.L.Z., unpublished data)
dendritic localization and, hence, promotes preferential(see below), as well as loss-of-function phenotypes in
axonal localization. As a consequence of alternativethe olfactory system (Hummel et al., 2003).
splicing, however, a sequence within the longer mGluR1a
form, but not within mGluR1b, antagonizes the action
of the tripeptide, leading to somatodendritic localiza-Single Isoforms of Dscam Substantially Rescue

the Dscam Loss-of-Function Phenotype tion. As a consequence, only the mGluR1b isoform is
efficiently targeted to the axon. It is intriguing to notein Single MB Neurons

The primary motivation for our studies on Dscam func- that as a result of alternative splicing in Dscam the TM2
isoform, but not TM1, includes a related tripeptide se-tion in the MB was to assess whether the diversity of

Dscam proteins produced by alternative splicing is func- quence RRR.
In summary, these studies argue that TM1- and TM2-tionally important. Microarray data revealed that MB

neuronal populations express many different isoforms containing isoforms are sorted to different neuronal
compartments. It is important to emphasize, however,of Dscam and that single neurons express multiple iso-

forms. The array of isoforms made in MB neurons is that the protein localization data are based solely on
protein expressed in excess of endogenous levels. In-distinct from other neurons, such as photoreceptors

isolated from the developing eye disc. While incorpora- deed, while transgenes expressing TM1-containing pro-
teins are not sufficient to provide substantial rescuetion of alternative exon 4s and 6s into transcripts ap-

peared largely random in these different cell popula- activity, we have recently found that a missense muta-
tion within TM1 leads to defects in MB developmenttions, preferential use of alternative exon 9s was

observed as previously described for other neurons in similar to Dscam nulls. Hence, it is likely that mecha-
nisms exist to deliver TM1-containing isoforms to axons.the developing brain (Neves et al., 2004). These findings
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Figure 7. Model for Dscam Function in MBs

Each MB neuron expresses a different set of
Dscam isoforms (indicated by colors). This
promotes fasciculation. For simplicity, only
one neuron from each Nb is shown. After bi-
furcation, sister branches expressing the
same set of isoforms of Dscam segregate into
separate lobes. We propose that axons ex-
pressing the same set of isoforms of Dscam
repel each other, thus ensuring branch segre-
gation. Within each lobe branches express a
different set of isoforms. As in the peduncle,
this promotes fasciculation. See the text.

Recent biochemical experiments suggest that this may cones bifurcate and then segregate to different lobes.
In the absence of Dscam, axons bifurcate, as in wild-occur through cis interactions with TM2-containing iso-

forms (J.J.F, J.C.C., and S.L.Z., unpublished data). type, but frequently fail to segregate. Here, interactions
between identical isoforms of Dscam expressed on sis-
ter branches of the same neurons may produce a strong

Does Dscam Diversity Contribute
signal activating a repellent response, thereby pre-

to Wiring Specificity?
venting axons from extending into the same lobe. In-

Several lines of evidence suggest that Dscam diversity
deed, the diversity of Dscam expression on MB axons

may be required for normal MB development. First, ex-
ensures that only sister branches express an identical

pression of a single isoform in a single mutant neuron
set of Dscam isoforms. Upon segregating to the two

provides only partial rescue. Second, expression of sin-
lobes, weaker interactions between Dscam on axons of

gle isoforms in multiple MB neurons induces a strong
different neurons promote fasciculation. As the bio-

dominant phenotype. Third, single MB neurons express
chemical properties of Dscam proteins (Wojtowicz et

multiple isoforms, and different neurons express differ-
al., 2004) and the gain- and loss-of-function phenotypes

ent combinations of them. In recent biochemical studies,
of Dscam throughout the nervous system are complex,

we have shown that, while different isoforms share a
Dscam diversity may contribute to wiring specificity in

common feature of homophilic binding, single isoforms
different ways in different developmental contexts.

show a striking specificity for identical isoforms (Woj-
towicz et al., 2004). They bind strongly to the same Experimental Procedures
isoform and weakly, if at all, to different isoforms. It

Geneticsremains possible that the dominant phenotypes induced
Dscam alleles were described previously (Hummel et al., 2003). Nowhen many neurons express a single isoform may, in
protein was detected in Dscam21 and Dscam23. For Dscam24,part, reflect differences in expression levels intrinsic to
Dscam39, Dscam42, Dscam44, and Dscam47 alleles, normal or reducedthe method of producing large and small clones using
proteins were present as assessed on Western blot or immunostain-

the MARCM system. However, given the biochemical ing of embryos with antibodies against N- or C-terminal regions of
data, it is highly likely that interactions between neuronal Dscam. Enhancer trap lines, 201Y-GAL4 (Yang et al., 1995), OK107-

GAL4 (Connolly et al., 1996), and 17d-GAL4 (Rein et al., 2002) direct-cell surfaces expressing the same isoform of Dscam will
ing UAS-mCD8-GFP (Lee and Luo, 1999), were used to specificallybe different from neurons expressing different isoforms.
to visualize MB neurons. Elav-GAL4 was used to drive Dscam ex-We propose that Dscam plays two distinct functions
pression in postmitotic neurons for isoform rescue experiments.in MB neurons: one based on interactions between iso-
Transgenic lines of UAS-Dscam1.30.30.1, UAS-Dscam1.30.30.2, UAS-

forms expressed on the surface of different neurons and Dscam11.31.25.1, UAS-Dscam11.31.25.2, UAS-Dscam7.27.25.1, and UAS-
the other based on interactions between isoforms on Dscam12.20.19.1 were generated using standard P element-mediated
branches of the same neuron (Figure 7). We envision transformation. All stocks were maintained at 25�C.

Mitotic clones in MB were produced using the MARCM methodthat these interactions promote different levels of signal,
as described in Wang et al. (2002a) and Kurusu et al. (2002). Heatwith low levels promoting contact-dependent attraction,
shock was carried out at 37�C for 1 hr to induce Flp expression and,leading to fasciculation, and high levels promoting con-
thus, mitotic recombination. We counted the number of single-cell

tact-dependent repulsion. In both the peduncle and clones displaying wild-type morphology versus the total number of
lobes, Dscam on different MB growth cones promotes single-cell clones generated in every transgenic line. The average

and standard deviation was calculated from individual transgeniccore fiber formation. As different MB neurons express
lines carrying the same isoform. Two-tailed Student’s t test anddifferent combinations of Dscam isoforms, this fascicu-
the Microsoft Excel program were used to assess the statisticallation function may be a consequence of low signaling
significance of the rescue.levels. This may result from weak interactions between

different isoforms or interactions between the small frac- Immunohistology
tion of identical isoforms that may be shared by different The following antibodies were used for immunohistology: mAb anti-

Fas II (1D4) (1:50), rabbit anti-GFP (Molecular Probe, 1:1000), rabbitMB neurons. At the base of the peduncle, MB growth
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anti-Dscam (1:500) generated against the C terminus of Dscam, and Received: March 8, 2004
Revised: May 21, 2004Alex488 or Alexa568 conjugated goat anti-mouse or anti-Rabbit

(1:400). Alex488 or Alex568 conjugated-phalloidin was diluted 1:40 Accepted: June 18, 2004
Published: September 1, 2004(Molecular Probes).

Larval or adult fly brains were dissected, and immunostaining was
carried out essentially as described in Hummel et al. (2003). Embryo References
staining was as described previously (Kidd et al., 1998). Fluorescent
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